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Welcome
At first, let me thanks to J.C. Hendee from fantasyflight forum, he helped me with lots of corrections, gave me lots of
inspirative ideas and provided me with really good feedback. Thanks !

Quests, battles, glory, and treasures! Welcome back to the magical realm of Talisman®.
Awakening expansion for Talisman: The Magical Quest Game features new treasures, events, monsters and quests.

Components
Below is a list of all the components
This Rulesheet
53 Adventure Cards
4 Spell Cards
2 Relic Cards
2 Treasure Cards
Below is a brief description of game components.
The Awakening Symbol
All of the cards in this expansion are marked with a whirl symbol, so that you can differentiate them from the cards
from the base game.

Adventure and Spell Cards
The new Adventure and Spell Cards work exactly like those in the base game, and include additional Events, Enemies,
Strangers, Objects, Followers, Spells and Places.
Trasures and Relics
If you do not have any other expansions, Treasures and Relics could be obtained only from completing particular Adventure
Cards. If you have Dungeon or Highland expansion, shuffle it in corresponding deck.

Adventure Cards – Quest
These cards works like normal Adventure Cards, not like Quest Cards. Just place this card in your playing Area and check the
rules for completing the Quest.
Adventure Quest Cards are automaticaly discarded if your character dies.
Any character may keep any number of Adventure Quest Cards.
Setup
When playing with Awakening Expansion, just shuffle the new Advneture and Spell cards into their respective decks. Using
all these cards is optional, you could discard whatever card(s) you or your party do not like.
Credits
Expansion Design and Development: Drakkan
Additional Development and special thanks: J.C. Hendee
You could find me on fantasyflightgames.com (Drakkkan) or email me directly to sirrobbo@centrum.cz with any feedback,
critic or suggestion for improving.
Enjoy Awakening Expansion and look forward to next part as Awakening is just the beginning !

